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On April 16 hop on over to Veteran’s
Park next to the Azusa City Library
for an Easter Egg hunt. Our Youth
Services program has an Easter Egg
hunt every year. Last year, over 500
eggs were hidden and they were all
found. The Easter Egg hunt is one of
our most popular events.
On March 5, the Children’s Program
will have a Mardi Gras craft and on
March 16 they will celebrate St. Patrick’s day with a pot of gold (craft).
Come join!

The Literacy Update

ESL Training
The Grassroots ESL program as
all Literacy programs, runs on
volunteers. In our Grassroots
ESL program we have volunteer
Site Coordinators and tutors.
The largest roles we need to fill
are tutors. We are very fortunate
to have a great retention with
our tutors. They are dedicated to
helping people learn the English
language. Our learners love
their tutors!
Each Grassroots ESL tutor goes
through our training facilitated
by Dr. Tasha Bleistein. Dr.
Bleistein is the Director of the
Online TESOL program at Azusa
Pacific University. Dr. Bleistein

has created a fun, interactive
and comprehensive training for
our new tutors. The training
consist of culture awareness,
vocabulary, conversational and
total physical response activities. There is a lot of group
activity. Group activity is encouraged in our ESL tutoring
sessions. Group activity elicits
conversation among the learners which builds the confidence
to use it outside of class. Dr.
Bleistein has tons of knowledge
in this area as she is a language learner herself.

Tasha Bleistein, Ph.D.
Director of Online TESOL program
Associate Professor Global Studies and
Sociology

Tutor Spotlight: Noah Jackson

“Every good citizen
adds to the strength
of a nation.”
Gordon P. Hinkley

Noah Jackson was a tutor with
our Citizenship program while
he was attending Azusa Pacific
University. He now enjoys his
time walking the halls of Congress as a Legislative Fellow in
the U.S. Senate in Washington
D.C. Noah feels confident contributing to the topic of immigration due to his time as a
Citizenship tutor. Noah was
raised on a farm in Central
California with predominantly
Latin American immigrants. It
was through his experience as

a Citizenship tutor that really
opened Noah’s eyes to the challenges his friends who were immigrants went through to get
their Citizenship. He saw firsthand all the effort that migrants
put in to pass the Naturalization
Exam. The advice Noah would
like to pass on to new tutors is to
be flexible and know that every
day is going to bring a new challenge. He would like to encourage them to get to truly know
their students.

Noah Jackson

Grassroots ESL Spotlight: Azusa Apartments

Senior Community Building Coordinator
Azusa Apts. & The Groves
Community Housing Works

Josh Lopez is the Grassroots ESL
Site Coordinator for the Azusa
Apartments. The Azusa Apartments provides and builds lifechanging affordable apartment
communities with residentcentered services for working
families, seniors and people with
disabilities to forge stronger futures. The Azusa Apartments is
focused on providing residents
opportunities to build confidence
and achieve their goals. Josh
feels having Grassroots ESL

tutoring sessions on their site
offers residents a chance to
accomplish that. The residents
of the Azusa Apartment are
provided with opportunities to
engage in social and civil activities. Computer classes, monthly
resident meetings and voter
registration presentations are a
few of the events they hold. It is
during the interactions of these
functions Josh is able to see the
impact of ESL tutoring being
held on site.

